
BBC Monitoring, in association with the
Publis hing Technology Group, is delighted
to bring you the BBC Monitoring Library
(www.bbcmonitoringlibrary.com).

Peerless global intelligence network
The BBC Monitoring Library provides
subscribers with open source intelligence
from the BBC’s unparalleled network.
Articles are selected from traditional and
new media worldwide, with over one
hundred source languages being translated
into English to provide a fully searchable
digital current affairs resource.

Comprehensive content sourcing,
authoritative selection, flexible delivery
More than 3,000 radio, television, press,
internet and news agency sources in over
150 countries are monitored to inform the
BBC’s distinctive, authoritative and
reliable reporting of political and economic
news. Content is delivered via data feed
to the new web platform, where XML-
based storage enables greater flexibility in
delivery. The database also supports
sophisticated discoverability, including
multiple filtering options to facilitate
users’ ability to track emerging stories. 

BBC Monitoring Library

Your source for credible, timely open intelligence 

State-of-the-art features for
institutional subscribers
The new service offers improved
functionality enabling the BBC to
serve key libraries and institutions
effectively; for example, access
control by IP-authentication,
management of complex inter-
subscriber relationships, social
bookmarking and COUNTER-
compliant usage statistics. 

Licensing and e-commerce
The site benefits from a fully-
integrated subscription management
system, which supports flexible
content licensing, complex customer
relationships and multiple
currencies. 

About BBC Monitoring
BBC Monitoring is one of a
complement of information sources
drawn on by a number of
governments in the conduct of their
business. The information feeds
policy-making around the world.
The information is also used widely
by those studying and analysing
political and security developments
internationally.  More generally, BBC
Monitoring provides useful context
and background material to aid
understanding of political events
thorough out the world.

For further information about BBC
Monitoring, please go to:

www.pcgplus.com
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